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Abstract
In data-parallel synchronous training of deep neural networks,
different devices (replicas) run the same program with differ-
ent partitions of the training batch, but weight update com-
putation is repeated on all replicas, because the weights do
not have a batch dimension to partition. This can be a bot-
tleneck for performance and scalability in typical language
models with large weights, and models with small per-replica
batch size which is typical in large-scale training. This pa-
per presents an approach to automatically shard the weight
update computation across replicas with efficient communica-
tion primitives and data formatting, using static analysis and
transformations on the training computation graph. We show
this technique achieves substantial speedups on typical image
and language models on Cloud TPUs, requiring no change to
model code.
This technique helps close the gap between traditionally
expensive (ADAM) and cheap (SGD) optimizers, as they will
only take a small part of training step time and have similar
peak memory usage. It helped us to achieve state-of-the-art
training performance in Google’s MLPerf 0.6 submission [1,
16].
1 Introduction
With increasing complexity and data size in deep neural net-
works, it has become a common practice to leverage dis-
tributed, heterogeneous computing devices to parallelize the
training process. In the recent MLPerf 0.6 results [1], multi-
ple submitters have used over 1000 devices to dramatically
reduce the training time.
Data parallelism [15] is the most commonly used syn-
chronous distributed training strategy due to its simplicity
and efficiency. Participating devices are called replicas, which
run the same training program that contains the entire neural
network, but each replica receives a different partition of the
training data batch. Replicas compute their local gradients
with their own training data, then communicate to get the
combined gradients and apply the same update to their copies
of the weight variables. The weight update computation is
repeated on all replicas, because the weights and gradients do
not have a batch dimension to partition. The cost of weight
update on each replica stays constant, even if more devices are
added to reduce the per-replica batch size. Due to Amdahl’s
law, weight update can be a significant overhead for train-
ing performance and limit scalability for models with large
weights (typical in language models), or small per-replica
batch size (typical in large-scale training).
It is natural to think about sharding the weight update com-
putation across replicas, instead of having them all execute
the full computation. However, naively sharding the weight
update could dramatically increase the data formatting and
communication overhead across replicas. First, partitioning a
tensor efficiently is non-trivial on modern accelerators with
tiled memory layouts [7]. Second, because the forward and
backward passes are already partitioned along the batch di-
mension across replicas, they must receive the full weight
in the next training step. In addition to general challenges
for efficient communication primitives, a complication is that
modern optimizers [13, 19] often require a few auxiliary vari-
ables for each weight variable, such as moving average and
momentum, each of which has the same size as the weight
itself. These auxiliary variables also need to be updated along
with the weight. Without weight-update sharding, replicas
only need to communicate the gradients; with weight-update
sharding, replicas need to communicate the weights and the
auxiliary variables, so it is critical to reduce this overhead.
In this paper, we show that with static analysis and proper
graph transformations, efficient weight-update sharding can
be achieved without any change to the model. Static analy-
sis is used for two purposes, correctness and performance.
The correctness analysis identifies parts of the computation
graph that are repeated in all replicas, which are the candidate
operations for sharding. The performance analysis uses the
knowledge of control flow in the graph to find the best places
for communication, and estimates the profit of sharding for
each part of the repeated computation. With the analysis re-
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sult, the graph can be transformed with sharded operations,
and communication primitives can be added in proper places.
We also found that the transformation often enables more
advanced optimizations due to reduced live ranges of the the
full weight tensors.
The efficiency of communication primitives can be highly
affected by the way we shard a multi-dimensional weight ten-
sor, as well as the topology of the training cluster. Our graph
transformation carefully chooses the sharding format for each
tensor so that it can be efficiently sharded and unsharded. We
use different sharding strategies for small- and large-scale
training: for small-scale training, we prioritize reducing the
shard size since the number of replicas is small; for large-
scale training, we instead prioritize reducing the latency of
communication.
We have implemented this approach in TensorFlow [3]
with XLA [2], where most of the analysis and transformation
passes are in XLA. XLA is a functional representation where
side effects only exist in a few operations, which greatly re-
duces the complexity of analysis and transformation. We have
evaluated the performance improvements for several common
image and language models on Cloud TPUs [6].
2 Overview
Although our approach can be applied to other systems, we
use XLA as the basis for static analysis and graph transforms.
We briefly go over some key concepts in XLA, and then give
an overview of our approach.
2.1 XLA background
XLA is an intermediate representation and its optimizing com-
piler for linear algebra operations targeting multiple backends
(e.g., GPU, TPU, and other accelerators). XLA is currently
deployed as a compiler for TensorFlow.
An XLA computation is modeled as a data-flow graph
(HLO IR), where nodes represent operators and edges repre-
sent the inputs and outputs of each operator. The ordering of
operators is solely enforced by data dependencies between
the operators 1. Most operators are pure, except for those
side-effecting operators to interact between host and device
or between devices.
Operator shapes in XLA are static and this restriction en-
ables aggressive compiler optimizations such as buffer as-
signment, tiling, and rematerialization. Those are key opti-
mizations on accelerators in general as accelerators are often
designed with vector/tiled compute units and have limited
amount of memory. XLA runs a set of target-independent op-
timizations (e.g., common-subexpression elimination) as well
as target-specific optimizations (e.g., layout assignment, fu-
sion). After running all HLO-level optimizations, the backend-
1A token-type data edge is used to order side-effect operators, if needed.
compiler component lowers each operator to a lower-level,
target-specific representation, and eventually generates low-
level machine code for the target.
Here we list the operators involved during the transforma-
tion for the weight-update sharding optimization we present
in this paper. Please refer to XLA operational semantics doc-
ument [2] for the full list.
Control flow. XLA represents control flow as special opera-
tors that call nested computations. There are two control-flow
operators: While and Conditional. While takes a single
operand (of shape T) as the initial value of the loop carried
variable and repeats executing its body computation (T⇒ T)
until its condition computation (T ⇒ bool) returns false.
The result of the While is the loop variable (shape T) of the
last iteration.
Conditional with N branches takes an operand for the
branch index (or a boolean predicate for a 2-way branch) and
an operand for the arguments of each branch. Conditional
also takes a computation for each branch, where the argument
shape of each computation must match the shape of the cor-
responding operand. The result shape must be the same for
all branch computations and this is the result shape of the
Conditional operator.
All-reduce. All-reduce has semantics to MPI All-
reduce [18], which reduces a tensor across participating de-
vices based on the provided binary reduction computation.
All-reduce can optionally take a subgroup information, so
that the reduction is only applied within each subgroup of
devices. For example, a subgroup of {{0,1,2,3} ,{5,6,7,8}}
combines values among devices 0-3 and devices 4-7 sepa-
rately.
Data formatting operators. Transpose and Reshape are
operators used to change the logical shape of tensors.
Transpose reorders the dimensions of a tensor based on
the permutation pattern (e.g., F32[5,3,8]⇒ F32[3,8,5]), and
Reshape changes the shape to a new configuration (e.g.,
F32[5,3,8] ⇒ F32[15,8]). It is important to note that data-
formatting semantics is applied to the logical shape, which
is not necessarily the same as how the data is laid out physi-
cally in memory. For example, a Transpose from a F32[5,3]
tensor laid out as row-major to a F32[3,5] tensor laid out as
column-major does not need any data movement, and the com-
piler converts it into a Bitcast operator which is effectively
a no-op.
Fusion operators. A Fusion operator represents a group
of operators that can be emitted as a unit of computation by
the backend of the target device. The fusion optimization
pass groups operators that are fusible and replaces them with
a fusion operator along with a fusion sub-computation. In
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Figure 1: A Fusion operator with element-wise operators.
Edges in blue represent data transfers from/to the global mem-
ory, and all intermediate results are stored in local memory.
the common case, this means that the intermediate results
of fused operators are stored in registers or scratchpad mem-
ory, without moving data from/to the global memory to save
memory bandwidth. Figure 1 shows an example of several
element-wise operators fused into a single operator.
A more advanced use of Fusion operators would be for the
backend compiler to pattern match on the operators within the
fusion sub-computation and generate a custom implementa-
tion that is semantically equivalent to the original one. Fusion
operators used for the weight-update sharding optimization
(reduce-scatter and all-gather fusion) correspond to this use
case.
Side-effecting operations. A small number of operators
in XLA are marked as side-effecting and compiler passes
need extra care when applying optimizations around the side-
effecting operators such that visible side-effects remain the
same. Examples are operators used for data transfers between
different address spaces, such as Infeed (host to device),
Outfeed (device to host), and Send/Recv (device to device).
2.2 Sharding weight update
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Figure 2: Synchronous data-parallel training with 2 replicas.
Figure 2 shows a typical synchronous training scenario in
data parallelism with two replicas. In every training step, each
replica computes its local gradients with its own partition of
the training input batch, then all replicas use an all-reduce op-
erator to get the summed gradients. At the end of the training
step, all replicas apply the same summed gradients to their
copies of the weights, which ensures them to always have
the weights in sync as long as they start with the same initial
weights.
The training step can spend a non-trivial amount of time
in weight update. This is typically true in models with large
weights, such as language models like Transformer [23]; in
image models like ResNet [9], although the weight size is
usually smaller, when they are trained in large-scale setups
with many devices, the per-core batch size is usually set to a
small value to avoid excessively large global batch size, mak-
ing weight update relatively expensive as well. Weight update
is memory bound: the compute is mostly simple elementwise
operations, but for every weight variable it needs to read the
gradient, the original weight and the auxiliary variables, then
write back the updated weight and auxiliary variables. In our
experiments, Transformer training can spend more than 40%
of the step time in weight update on 1024 TPUv3 chips.
Weight update is not sharded in data parallelism because
the weights and gradients do not have a batch dimension to
be partitioned. Our goal is to enable sharded weight update
across the replicated devices as an optimization, without using
more devices.
Sharding with decomposed all-reduce. A typical efficient
implementation of all-reduce has two phases [4]: reduce-
scatter and all-gather. In the reduce-scatter phase, replicas
exchange data in several rounds on different shards of the
data, and at the end, each replica has one shard of the fully
reduced data from all replicas. In the all-gather phase, they
perform new exchanges to broadcast their own fully reduced
shards to all other replicas.
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Figure 3: Sharding with reduce-scatter an all-gather.
As shown in Figure 3, we could use reduce-scatter to pro-
duce per-replica shards of the summed gradients, so that each
replica can perform weight update on a shard. After that, we
could use all-gather to broadcast the updated weight shards
to all replicas. The reduce-scatter and all-gather combined
should have similar performance as the original all-reduce.
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A complication is the use of auxiliary variables in the opti-
mizer. For example, for each weight, the Adam optimizer [13]
maintains two variables for exponential moving averages of
the gradients and squared gradients. These variables are part
of the training state and are included in model checkpoints, so
typically the updated values are also part of the training step’s
output. If we do all-gather on every auxiliary variable at the
end of each training step, the communication overhead would
be too large. However, these variables are only used by the
optimizer at the weight-update time, and not needed by the
next iteration’s forward and backward passes that compute
the gradients. Therefore, an optimized solution could keep
the auxiliary variables sharded across iterations until they
are needed by checkpointing or summary. In practice, there
are different patterns that could affect the placements of the
all-gathers.
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Figure 4: Two ways of sharding auxiliary variables with
a loop. Left: only keep auxiliary sharded across iterations.
Right: keep auxiliary and weight sharded across iterations,
and all-gather the weight before forward/backward passes.
Details will be discussed in Section 4.2.
• Compiler-visible loop. If the compiler (graph optimiza-
tion) could see a training loop in the graph, it could
perform all-gather of auxiliary variables after the loop,
amortizing the cost (see Figure 4). If not, it would require
additional help from the runtime system.
• Other uses of the auxiliary variables. Although auxil-
iary variables are only used at weight-update time for
the purpose of training, models in practice often include
custom logic such as getting a summary of the current
training progress which may use the complete state of
variables. Such operations may be inside the training
loop body, but often guarded by a conditional so that
they only happen every k steps.
We will discuss these issues in Section 3 and Section 4.
The rest of the paper also addresses the following challenges
that are critical to performance.
• Sharding format. How a tensor is divided across dif-
ferent replicas can be tricky on accelerators with tiled
memory layouts [7], since data formatting can be expen-
sive. Additionally, individual dimensions on a tensor can
be too small or not evenly-shardable among the replicas.
To make the sharding of tensors efficient, our system
chooses a set of cheap reformatting steps that could be
efficiently fused into the sharding/unsharding operations.
• Non-elementwise optimizers. With some model opti-
mizers, the weight update computation may include
non-elementwise operations. For example, some opti-
mizers [21,25] use the weight norm or root-mean-square
which involves reduce operators. We will discuss so-
lutions of running non-elementwise computations on
sharded data.
• Communication in large topology. When the number
of replicas is large, the shard size of a tensor can be very
small such that the reduce-scatter and all-gather would
become latency-bound. In such cases, our system will
choose to partially shard the weight update computation
among subgroups of replicas, and use batched communi-
cation operations to reduce the latency on large network
topology.
3 Static Analysis
XLA operators are relatively low-level compared to those in
front-end frameworks like TensorFlow, which has two impli-
cations. First, lots of structural information about the model
is lost when lowered to XLA (e.g., what parts of the graph
are weight updates), which requires us to use static analysis
to identify the operators to shard. Second, the set of operators
is small, which makes analysis easier. We use static analysis
to guarantee correctness and to identify transforms that are
beneficial to performance.
3.1 Correctness: cross-replica redundancy
Weight update is a subset of the training graph that is redun-
dant across replicas: since it does not have a batch dimension,
all replicas are repeating the same computation on the same
data. Redundancy is the property of an operator that it must
output the same value in all replicas. Therefore, as long as
an operator is redundant across replicas, it is safe to shard it
across replicas.
Sources of redundancy. There are three types of opera-
tors that are known to produce the same results, thus can be
regarded as the sources of the analysis.
• Constants. Because all replicas are executing the same
program, compile-time constants must be the same
across replicas.
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• Output of all-reduce. By definition, an all-reduce op-
erator produces the same output on the participating
replicas. An exception is all-reduce operators with sub-
groups, where each group of replicas perform their own
all-reduce, which could still be used in partial sharding
within those subgroups, but we skip that case for sim-
plicity.
• Annotated parameters. The above obvious sources are
insufficient to identify the weight update computation,
because the initial values for the weight variables are
passed in as parameters to the XLA graph, and XLA
does not assume all replicas to have the same parameter
values. Fortunately, in practical use cases of data-parallel
training, these initial weight values are set to the same
across replicas in order to keep the weights in sync. In
our approach, the front-end framework, e.g., TensorFlow,
needs to annotate the corresponding parameters in XLA
to indicate that they will receive the same values during
execution.
Propagation. With the initial source set of redundant opera-
tors, we can run a propagation pass to identify other redundant
operators. The analysis pass visits one operator at a time in
topological order, i.e., producer before consumer.
For an operator that does not involve control flow, the anal-
ysis checks whether it has side effects or randomness, and
whether all of its inputs are redundant. If all checks pass, this
operator is marked as redundant.
Control flow in XLA is represented as special operators
calling to nested computations.
• A conditional has a predicate and multiple branch com-
putations. To determine a conditional’s redundancy, the
analysis first checks whether the predicate is redundant,
then runs on all the branches to check their return values’
redundancy. If all checks pass, the conditional can be
marked as redundant.
• A while loop has a body computation and a condition
computation, which share the same input. The body’s
output is passed as the next iteration’s input, so the out-
put’s redundancy must be used to determine the input’s
redundancy. To model this back edge, the analysis main-
tains tentative results of the operators in the loop, and
runs iteratively on the condition and body, until a fixed
point is reached. During each run, if the condition’s result
is determined to be non-redundant, all operators must be
marked as non-redundant as well, since the control flow
is different across replicas; this is unlikely to happen on
the main training loop since all replicas are expected to
execute the same number of steps.
3.2 Performance: sharding profitability
We analyze whether efficient sharding can be applied to each
part of the identified redundant computation. Since an all-
reduce operator precedes the update of a weight and the as-
sociated auxiliary variables, our analysis is centered around
the all-reduce operators. The analysis first finds the cluster of
redundant operators connected to each all-reduce, using sim-
ple propagation. Because weight updates are usually distinct
parts of the training graph that do not have much interaction
with the forward and backward passes, such propagation does
not need to be overly sophisticated. Figure 5 shows a typical
example of the identified clusters.
For each weight update, the impact on performance is pri-
marily determined by two factors: the size reduction in local
weight update and the requirement for communication. If the
effect of size reduction overweighs the communication over-
head, sharding can be applied. The calculation can be based
on a fairly conservative cost models, since in typical cases
(Figure 4), sharding should give an obvious speedup.
(unshardable,
forward pass)
fusible
weight
update
all-reduce
addbroadcast
broadcast
multiply
input 1
multiply
subtract
input 0
output 0 output 1
matmul
multiply
reduce
Scalar 
output
Figure 5: Weight update operators around all-reduce. If this
is in a loop, Input 1 and Output 1 can be sharded across
iterations, and there will be just one all-gather needed for
Input 0 and Output 0 (either before Output 0 or before the
matmul).
Size reduction in local weight update must consider fusion;
a good estimate is to use the combined size of the non-fusible
inputs and outputs, instead of the number of operators sharded.
Because we always need only one reduce-scatter (Figure 4),
communication requirement is determined by the all-gathers
needed for unshardable operators with sharded inputs. An
unshardable operator can be part of the output of the program,
a non-redundant operator, or an operator with unimplemented
sharding transformation. There are also conditionally shard-
able operators, i.e., those supported only for certain sharding
formats of the tensor. For example, a reduce operator along
specific dimensions may not be supported for arbitrary refor-
matting. See Section 4.1 for detailed discussion.
The placement of all-gather operators is heavily affected
by control flow. In Figure 4, only one all-gather is inside the
loop, so that the amortized overhead of the extra all-gather
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operators is very small. The analysis accounts for this effect
by marking the corresponding input/output pair of the loop as
shardable, with the requirement that they must be sharded in
the same way.
The training loop is critical to amortize all-gather cost for
auxiliary variables. However, it is also common that there
is not a compiler-visible loop, where the XLA graph only
represents a single step, and the training loop could be entirely
implemented by the user as a Python loop. We will discuss
such cases in Section 4.2.
We have seen models that transfer the on-device tensors to
the host once in a certain number of steps, as a way to check-
point, summarize, or debug the current training state. This is
typically done using a conditional operator after the weight
update, which contains an outfeed operator of the full weight
and auxiliary tensors in one branch. For such cases, we have
an analysis that estimates the frequency of different branches,
and if the full tensors are only needed in an infrequent branch,
we can place an all-gather inside that branch without adding
much overhead. We implemented the frequency analysis by
checking the conditional predicate’s use of the loop induction
variable, which is capable of recognizing the pattern described
above.
4 Graph Transformation
After the analysis passes, whether to shard each weight update
is determined. This section discusses issues in implementing
the sharded weight update efficiently, including how a weight
tensor is sharded and the placement of all-gather operators
in different scenarios. Performance of reduce-scatter and all-
gather will be discussed later in Section 5.
4.1 Sharding representation
For a set of weight-update operators (Figure 5), all the inputs
(gradients and the original weights and auxiliary variables)
must be sharded in the same way, because they are consumed
by the same set of elementwise operators during weight up-
date. Without weight-update sharding, although all-reduce is
also implemented as a reduce-scatter phase and an all-gather
phase, it can choose arbitrary sharding internally because the
sharding does not need to be exposed to other operators; in
contrast, with sharded weight update, the sharding format used
by the communication primitives must match the sharding on
the inputs.
A weight tensor is represented as a multi-dimensional ar-
ray. In processors like Cloud TPUs which have tiled memory
layouts [7], splitting some dimensions can be more expensive
than splitting other dimensions. The chosen sharding must
also be supported by the reduce-scatter and all-gather opera-
tors. Therefore, we always choose a dimension that is efficient
for sharding and easier to be supported in reduce-scatter and
all-gather.
Data formatting. One common problem is that the desired
sharding dimensions are not evenly divisible by the number
of shards (replicas). For example, ResNet [9] has weights
with shape [3,3,256,256], where [3,3] are the desired sharding
dimensions, but the shard count can be 8. To address such
problems, we allow a tensor to be reformatted before sharded
across replicas. Therefore, the sharding of a tensor is repre-
sented as a sequence of data formatting operators, followed by
a dynamic-slice operator, as shown in Figure 6. The dynamic-
slice specifies the dimensions to shard, and uses the replica-id
to calculate the offset of the shard for each replica.
reshape
pad
reshapedynamic
slice
shard
trivial
all-gather
slice
trivial all-
reduce
iota
add
less 
than
select
shard offset 
(dynamic)
padding
start in full 
shape
identity 
value
reduce
reformat and shard unshard and 
reverse-format
reduce on shard
Figure 6: Sharding and unsharding with reformatting. The
right graph shows an example of handling non-elementwise
operators on a shard with reformatting.
The formatting operators can include reshapes that com-
bine dimensions, and pads that make the dimensions divisi-
ble by the shard count. Combining dimensions usually hap-
pens before padding, which helps minimizing the amount
of padding. For example, [3,3,256,256] can be reshaped to
[9,256,256], which allows it to be padded into [10,256,256] if
the replica count is 10, instead of padding to [10,3,256,256]
or [4,5,256,256]. The reformatting must be efficient to imple-
ment for the platform. In practice, we only choose reshapes
that are trivial, which do not require any data movement. For
Cloud TPUs, reshaping [3,3,256,256] into [9,256,256] can be
trivial, but reshaping it to [589824] may be expensive due to
the tiled memory layout.
There is another platform-dependent reformatting opera-
tor, bitcast. It means to reinterpret the on-device memory
as a different shape, as long as the new shape’s on-device
representation does not go out of bound. Bitcast does not
have consistent semantics in platform-agnostic XLA, but it is
consistent for a specific platform, which is sufficient to guar-
antee that different inputs of the weight update are sharded in
the same way. For example, for Cloud TPU, we can bitcast
[3,3,256,256] into [576,8,128], making it shardable across 64
replicas without any padding.
In addition, we only choose reformatting operators that
could be efficiently fused into operators around them. For
example, the pad operator should be fused into the dynamic-
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slice so it does not access the entire memory buffer of the full
shape.
Non-elementwise operators. While most operators in
weight update are simple elementwise arithmetic ones, some
optimizers [21, 25] also include non-elementwise operators,
with the most common one being reduce.
Non-elementwise operators may impose restrictions on
how a tensor can be reformatted. In a reduce operator, some
dimensions are collapsed using the reduction function, and
others are passed-through to the result; the reformatting is
disallowed to combine a collapsed dimension with a pass-
through dimension, through either reshape or bitcast. This
does not restrict a reduce-to-scalar operator since all dimen-
sions are collapsed.
Another restriction is for padding. Padded data elements in
the collapsed dimensions could affect the result of the reduce,
so they must be masked off with the identity value (e.g., 0
for addition and 1 for multiplication). This requires that the
locations of the padding data must be identifiable after refor-
matting. If the source of padding is introduced as an explicit
reformartting step without reshape or bitcast following it, the
locations are identifiable as specified in the pad operator; in-
stead, the restriction is often for implicit padding in bitcast:
the tiled memory layout already implies padding, so rein-
terpreting a memory buffer could lose some of the padding
information. Therefore, depending on the platform’s memory
layouts for tensors, certain bitcasts may introduce complexity
when supporting reduce operators. The restriction depends
on the implementation, and should avoid unsupported cases.
If sharding affects the collapsed dimensions, extra handling
is required for the reduce operator. First, each replica needs
to mask off the padded data. The padding areas on different
replicas are different, depending on their shards’ locations
in the full shape, which requires the masking to be dynamic
in the same training program. As shown in Figure 6, this
can be achieved by comparing the elements’ locations (iota
+ start offset) with the padding areas’ locations on the full
shape, then selecting between the shard data and the identity
value based on the comparison results. Second, replicas need
to combine their reduce results using an all-reduce. This is
because the collapsed dimensions are lost in the reduce result,
so they cannot be sharded, but each replica’s local result is
different from others and only captures data from its own
input shard.
4.2 Transform the training graph
As discussed in Section 3.2, the placement of all-gather oper-
ators is critical to performance. With the help of the a training
loop, we often need only one all-gather inside the loop.
Out-of-loop all-gather placement. With a compiler-
visible training loop, the all-gather operator for auxiliary vari-
ables can be placed after the loop, followed by required re-
verse formatting operators. Correspondingly, the original aux-
iliary variable values need to be sharded before the loop starts,
using the reformatting operators and dynamic-slice as in Fig-
ure 6.
If there is not a compiler-visible loop, it is still possible to
benefit from weight-update sharding by moving the sharding
and unsharding of auxiliary variables outside of the training
step program. One solution is to generate three separate pro-
grams after graph transformation: a sharding program, a main
program, and an unsharding program. The sharding program
contains the sharding operators of the variables before the
training loop; the main program contains the training step
with sharded weight update; the unsharding program contains
the all-gather operators to reconstruct the full variables. It is
the run-time system’s responsibility to invoke each program
at the right time. For instance, if the run-time system man-
ages the training loop, it can invoke the sharding/unsharding
programs before and after the loop; if even the run-time does
not see a loop structure, it can still maintain states that track
whether each variable is sharded, and conditionally invoke the
sharding/unsharding programs when there is a state mismatch.
In-loop all-gather placemnt. In Figure 4, we have shown
two potential ways to place the all-gather for the weight to
be consumed by the forward and backward passes. The left
graph shows the obvious way where the all-gather is at the
end of the training step, and weight is already in full shape
when the next iteration starts. The right graph instead keeps
the weight sharded across loop iterations, like for auxiliary
variables, but performs the all-gather right before it is needed
by the forward and backward passes.
F32 reduce-scatter
F32 full weight
F32
weight
update
F32 all-gather
F32 reduce-scatter
F32
weight
shard
BF16 all-gather
convolution
convolution
convolution
convolution
F32
weight
update
Figure 7: By keeping the weight sharded across iterations
(right graph), the full weight is only needed in bfloat16 preci-
sion.
It may appear that the first approach is better for perfor-
mance since it does not need the all-gather for the weight after
the loop, even though that should be only a small amortized
cost. However, we found in practice the second approach often
enables more advanced optimizations. The main difference
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Figure 8: Reduced buffer live ranges of auxiliary variables allow ADAM to have similar peak memory as SGD.
is that in the second approach the weight update no longer
depends on the full weight. Weight update only requires the
sharded data that is given when the step starts, and the full
data after all-gather is only consumed by the forward and
backward passes. In many image and language models, the
forward and backward passes use the weight as an input to
convolutions or matrix multiplies, which often have lower pre-
cision requirements on their inputs. For example, in typical
training with Cloud TPUs, the precision of the input to a con-
volution is reduced to bfloat16 [8], while the weight update
is often required to be in float32. With the second approach,
the all-gather for the full weight can be performed in bfloat16
as shown in Figure 7, which dramatically reduces the amount
of memory access and communication. This precision opti-
mization is done automatically by a dataflow-based precision
propagation pass.
Memory saving. With the above transformation, the live
ranges of weights and auxiliary variables are reduced. Espe-
cially for auxiliary variables, the full buffer is only required
outside the training loop. Therefore, their buffers can be
reused to store activations and gradients in the forward and
backward passes. As shown in Figure 8, this allows opti-
mizers with different auxiliary variable sizes to have simi-
lar peak memory usage. More precisely, suppose the total
size of weights is W , total size of auxiliary variables is V
(optimizer-specific), and the peak size of live activations and
gradients in forward and backward passes is P, then our
technique reduces peak memory usage from W +V +P to
max(W +V/N+P,W +V ) where N is the number of shards.
This allows the ADAM optimizer to be as efficient as SGD in
terms of both performance and memory.
5 Efficient Communication
Efficient reduce-scatter and all-gather implementation is im-
portant for performance even if the theoretical amount of com-
munication is comparable to the all-reduce without weight-
update sharding. There are two challenges, matching the
sharding representation specified on the tensor (Section 4.1)
and avoiding latency-bound communication on small shards.
5.1 Fusion with data formatting
The formatting steps chosen for each tensor in the sharding
representation are needed to determine how it is divided into
shards. If we pad the gradient before reduce-scatter, it would
require each replica to perform local read and write on the full
data. To avoid such inefficiency, we fuse the formatting op-
erators into the reduce-scatter and all-gather. With the fusion
representation, we can express flexible sharding without intro-
ducing complex configurations on the operators; in fact, we do
not even need to define dedicated reduce-scatter or all-gather
operators, because they can be expressed using all-reduce as
shown in Figure 9.
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Figure 9: Reduce-scatter and all-gather represented as fusion
with reformatting and all-reduce.
In a classic algorithm of reduce-scatter and all-gather on
N replicas, the data is partitioned into N pieces, and repli-
cas form a logical ring and exchange pieces with neighbors
in multiple rounds [22]. In our fusion implementation, the
boundaries of these pieces must exactly match the sharding
format, and the padding is done in-place when preparing the
data pieces.
The implementation of the fusion operators also guarantees
that the shard assigned to a replica matches the location of it in
the logical ring, so that the classic algorithm will produce the
desired shard on each replica at the end. Because it is critical
for the logical ring to utilize the bandwidth of the physical
network’s links, we choose shard ID based on the network
topology, not the other way around. In practice, reduce-scatter
and all-gather can be implemented in multiple phases in order
to leverage specific network topology [4]. For instance, for
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an N×M array of devices, reduce-scatter with data size D
can be done first for each row with D/M as the shard size,
then for each column with D/(MN) as the shard size. In such
cases, the shard ID is calculated based on the topology of all
phases.
5.2 Utilizing network bandwidth for large
topology
In large-scale training where the number of replicas is large,
the shard size of a weight or gradient tensor can be very small.
For instance, a Cloud TPUv3 pod has 2048 cores (with 2
cores sharing a chip), so if a 4 MB tensor is partitioned in
2048 ways the shard size will be just 2 KB. First, an obvi-
ous problem is that the communication can easily become
latency-bound; second, the small shard itself might require a
significant amount of padding in a tiled memory layout, so
that the effective transferred data size could be much larger
than the full tensor.
Partial sharding. In practice, sharding the weight update
in 2048 ways does not provide observable saving compared
to sharding in 64 ways, because the sharded weight-update
time is already small compared to the rest of the training step.
Therefore, we can choose to organize the replicas into inde-
pendent groups, and each group performs its own sharding.
However, a per-group reduce-scatter only produces partial
result since it does not accumulate the data from other groups.
Therefore, an all-reduce across groups is needed after the
reduce-scatter.
For an N×M array of replicas, the sharding groups can be
defined as the N rows, and the all-reduce will be performed
on each of the M columns (Figure 10). It may appear that
the communication will still be latency-bound, because the
all-reduce happens on the already sharded output of reduce-
scatter, so the internal shard size of the all-reduce is still
D/(MN). In fact, as we show next, the grouping helps by
enabling more aggressive batching of small data transfers.
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Figure 10: Partial sharding and batched communication.
Batched communication operators. The weight update
computations for different weight variables are typically inde-
pendent from each other, so we can combine their communi-
cation operators together. This is possible because they share
the same assignment of the groups and shards determined by
the network topology.
A combined reduce-scatter or all-gather must maintain the
original shard assignment for each tensor. To achieve this,
each combined shard consists of one shard from every tensor.
If there is excessive padding on one tensor’s shards, it is likely
to remain in the combined shard. Also, tracking these sharding
boundaries is challenging in multi-phase reduce-scatter and
all-gather.
By contrast, a combined all-reduce does not need to respect
any sharding for inidividual input tensors, because its internal
sharding does not need to be exposed. This makes imple-
menting all-reduce on combined small tensors much more
tractable and efficient. The input tensors can be conceptually
concatenated together in full shapes, and the internal shards
are partitions on the concatenated shape, as the right-hand-
side graph shows in Figure 10. In addition to the all-reduce
after a subgroup reduce-scatter, the all-reduce in Figure 6 for
the partial scalar reduce result can also be combined with
other similar all-reduce operators.
As a result, the partial sharding defers most of the handling
of small shards into the combined all-reduce operators, where
reduce-scatter and all-gather only perform combined opera-
tors in a single phase. This largely avoids the latency-bound
communication for small shards. The batching of small com-
munication operators is done automatically by a compiler
pass.
6 Evaluation
Automatic weight-update sharding is a key technique that
enabled the state-of-the art training performance in Google’s
MLPerf-0.6 submission [1,16]. We evaluated the performance
improvements of several models with automatic weight-
update sharding enabled. The models include ResNet-50 [9],
Transformer [23] and NCF [10]. ResNet-50 and Transformer
are based on the same configuration as in the MLPerf 0.6
submission. The test platform is Cloud TPUv3 [6] with dif-
ferent topology configurations: 16 and 1024 chips in a 2D
mesh, where each chip contains two processing cores. We
use data-parallel training for all models, where each replica
occupies a single core.
6.1 Performance
Figure 11 shows the performance improvements of automatic
weight-update sharding against the replicated weight update
for different models.
At small scale (16 TPUv3 chips), we keep the per-replica
batch size as large as possible to maximize TPU utilization.
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Model Core count Batch size Optimizer
ResNet-50 32 4096 LARS2048 32768 LARS
Transformer 32 512 ADAM2048 2048 ADAM
NCF 32 98304 ADAM
Table 1: Optimizer and batch size of evaluated models
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Figure 11: Step time reduction when automatic weight-
update sharding is enabled.
In this setup, the step time is relatively long and the constant
weight-update time is amortized. As a result, for models with
small weight sizes, the performance impact is small. But we
still observes improvements in the range of 9% for language
models like Transformer where weight sizes are large.
At large scale (1024 TPUv3 chips), we decrease the per-
replica batch size to keep the global batch size reasonably
small. As a result, the step time reduces and the performance
impact of automatic weight-update sharding becomes much
larger. Even for image models like ResNet where weight sizes
are small, it is giving a 6% speedup. For Transformer, the step
time reduces from 46.5ms to 25.6ms when we enable this
optimization.
6.2 Memory saving
With auxiliary variables sharded during the training steps 4,
their live ranges are split into two small segments before and
after the training loop. Therefore, in the training loop body,
their buffers could be reused by activations or intermediate
results, which reduces peak memory usage. The actual saving
is determined by the memory allocator, which is subject to
problems like fragmentation.
Figure 12 shows the activation memory saving from this
optimization. For models like Resnet, where weights are small
comparing with activations, and there is only one copy of full
shape auxiliary variable from SGD, the reusable memory is
small. For models like NCF where activation size is compa-
rable to weight size, and optimizer (e.g. Adam) creates two
copies of the full shape auxiliary variables, there are more
1% 10% 10%
64%
50%
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20%
40%
60%
80%
Resnet Small Resnet Large Transformer 
Small
Transformer 
Large
NCF Small
Figure 12: Activation memory saving when automatic weight-
update sharding is enabled.
memory to reuse thus savings are larger.
7 Related Work
Partitioned parameter servers. In asynchronous training,
parameter servers [5, 17] are often used for weight update,
where partitions of weights can be sharded across different
server instances. The major difference from our approach is
that these systems partition weights across multiple server
instances, while our approach shards weight update across
the existing workers (replicas) without using extra resources.
Also, asynchronous training is a very different setting than
our focus.
Parallel programming frameworks. Mesh-TensorFlow
[20] is a Single-Program-Multiple-Data (SPMD) framework
that allows users to write programs with different tensor di-
mension split across dimensions of a multi-dimensional pro-
cessor mesh. While weight update can be sharded using Mesh-
TensorFlow, it is orthogonal to our work, because it requires
each mesh dimension to have a specific meaning and if it is
assigned to the batch (replica) dimension, it cannot be used
to split weight update. In our work, the weight-update is split
across replicas without using more processors than pure data
parallelism. GPipe [11] is a library for implementing pipeline
parallelism for sequence models, which is orthogonal to our
approach since it does not parallelize across replicas.
Automated parallelism. FlexFlow [12] uses automated
search to discover the optimal partition of operations in a
graph, which has a flexible search space to cover model and
data parallelism. While it focuses on determining the partition
strategy for every operation, our system also leverages global
graph transformation for the training loop in order to amortize
all-gather cost.
Manually designed parallelism. There are custom paral-
lel training strategies designed for specific models [14, 24],
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which typically mix data and model parallelism. In contrast,
our approach focus on the general weight-update pattern in
synchronous data-parallel training, where the benefit varies
across use cases.
8 Conclusion
This paper presents a set of analyses and transformations
for data-parallel deep learning training, which reduces the
weight-update time by sharding across replicas. To minimize
overhead of sharding, the approach carefully chooses commu-
nication patterns and data formatting, based on the training
loop structure and the network topology of devices. It achieves
significant speedups on language and large-scale image mod-
els, without requiring any additional devices.
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